Abstract: Fuel Cells are subject to several degradation phenomena where some are reversible and some irreversible. Normally all contribute to a reduced cell voltage, but it may be complicated to discriminate the particular causes. A brief overview is given and a method for modelling and controlling the particular case of CO contamination by use of active and adaptive air-bleed manipulation is presented.
INTRODUCTION
Fuel cells are devices that convert the chemical energy of some fuel, typically hydrogen, directly in electrical energy, i.e. without combustion. Micro Combined Heat and Power (μCHP) systems based on fuel cells are designed to replace the common domestic natural-gas heaters used in many countries worldwide. Their advantage over more common burners is that, in addition to heat, they also produce electric power, which is usually priced much higher than natural gas on an energy basis.
Fuel cells are subject to degradation of their performance over time, and limitations in their lifetime increase the cost of ownership of a μCHP system. The lifetime of such a fuel-cell system can be increased with appropriate control action. In this paper, we consider the current control layout of a present-generation μCHP system and propose techniques to reduce degradation and, in perspective, to integrate prognostic techniques.
SAPPHIRE
1 is a research project funded by the EU. The objective is to increase the lifetime μCHP fuel cells by means of advanced control. We here consider a commercial μCHP system produced by Dantherm Power A/S 2 . Dantherm Power is a Danish company specialised in the integration of lowtemperature PEM fuel cell solutions for telecommunications powerback-up, μCHP, fuel cell systems for small industrial vehicles and system engineering services. The lowtemperature proton exchange membrane (LT-PEM) fuel cell stacks of the μCHP are typically sized to deliver about 1-2kW electrical power. The hydrogen fed to fuel cells is produced from natural gas in a reformer. The system produces excess heat that is made available for the consumers' direct heating needs by hot water production. The focus of this work is on the fuel-cell stack 1 See sapphire-project.eu. 2 See dantherm-power.com.
BACKGROUND

The μCHP system layout and description
The flow diagram of the combined heat and power system is shown in Figure 1 . The fuel cell is the central component. The hydrogen is produced from natural gas and water in the fuel processor. The heat needed for the reforming process in the fuel processor is excess hydrogen that has passed the anode in the fuel cell. The main reaction is:
In addition there will be some small amounts of carbon monoxide. CO and water vapour can react through what is called the water-gas shift reaction:
The amount of CO is minimized from the reformer, but a tiny amount will still be present in the supply gas entering the fuel cell anode. CO will contaminate the catalyst in the cell and reduce its performance. The counteracting measure is to mix a small quantity of air with the fuel gas, and the oxygen will oxidize the CO to CO2. PEM fuel cells can only stand a CO amount within the range of ppm without high performance loss. It is important that the setting of air flow is adjusted to the actual need. A too small amount will not be able to prevent CO contamination, but a too high flow rate may also lead to damaging effects.
The throughput of the system is determined by the electrical current withdrawn from the fuel cell stack.
The effluent from the stack still contains some hydrogen, which is then reacted in a burner to heat the vaporiser and provide therefore the temperatures necessary to the functioning of the fuel processor. The burner effluent is then passed through the co-generator (heat exchanger) to recover its heat, and finally condensed water is recovered and gathered back in the water tank. The cathodic side of the stack is fed by environment air, after it has been heated and humidified by the cathodic effluent; the humidifier is a passive unit and cannot be controlled. The effluent proceeds to the co-generator to recover the last part of its heat.
Heat from the stack is removed by a cooling loop that connects directly stack and co-generator. The co-generator itself receives cold water from the return pipe of the household heating system, and heats it with waste heat from the stack (through cooling water and cathodic effluent) and from the exhausts of the fuel processor's burner. Electrically, the stack is connected to an inverter unit that converts the produced DC power into 1-phase, 220 V AC power, which is fed to the electricity grid.
There are multiple degradation mechanisms in fuel cells, each with its specific conditions for their occurrence, but only a few ways to detect them during operation: most often gradual voltage loss, sometimes complete and sudden failure without warning. Bezmalinović and Barbir (2014) have given a detailed account of degradation phenomena in lowtemperature PEM fuel cells.
Degradation phenomena can be reversible or irreversible; by definition, only irreversible degradation should be considered to determine the residual useful life of the stack. However, even reversible degradation can lead to permanent damage if left untreated for long periods of time, typically by enhancing stress factors of irreversible degradation patterns. Reversible degradation's immediate effect is that it disrupts the operation of the stack, and this is the main reason why it is important to devise a controller able to promptly counteract its effect. This paper considers catalyst poisoning: When unconverted carbon monoxide from the reformer can significantly reduce the activity of the fuel cell's anodic catalyst. Corrective action is to increase the air bleed to oxidise CO to CO2. Zenith (2015) also discuss drying and flooding for the same system.
Several of the degradation phenomena result in reduction of measured stack voltage, and cannot be distinguished without further analysis. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) is a proven and effective way to correctly diagnose which phenomenon is occurring (Le Canut et al., 2006) , but it requires expensive and cumbersome equipment to perform the EIS. For commercial μCHP systems, it is necessary to develop more cost-effective estimators of temporary degradation phenomena.
Yousfi Steiner et al. (2011) , for example, used neural networks to model voltage and pressure drop as a function of readily measurable parameters; if measured voltage was found to be low, a fault condition was identified; with a high pressure drop, it was deemed to be flooding, otherwise drying. Whereas this method does not require EIS, it does assume training of a neural network for a specific stack, which is a resource-intensive task.
CO-POISONING AND CONTROL PROBLEM
In the following, CO poisoning will be treated in more detail. The equilibrium reaction (2), the water-gas shift, implies that the gas leaving the fuel processor will contain a certain amount of CO. Fuel processors are therefore set up with several sub-units that gradually reduce the CO content down to ppm-level concentrations, but it is still possible for some amounts of CO to reach the fuel cells. In particular, in case of dynamic load, temperature transients in the units can result in surges of CO that can have a significant impact on the operation of fuel cells. CO poisons the catalyst by occupying the reaction sites that hydrogen uses to dissociate into protons and electrons; CO's adsorption characteristics make it occupy almost all catalytic sites, given enough time.
CO poisoning reduces the active area of the stack, due to its preferential adsorption onto the catalytic sites, and thus reduces the performance of the cell and its useful life. The cell catalyst is highly sensitive to small amounts of CO, down to ppm range. Furthermore, the performance loss is dependent on stack operational conditions such as stoichiometry, pressure, temperature and load. Air-bleed on the anode side of the stack is a well-known technique for mitigating CO poisoning (Gottesfeld 1988) ; further see for example Khan and Iqbal (2005) , Sung (2013) and results from long term operations in Scholta et al. (2011) . In Perez et al. (2013) it is reported that the main drawbacks of using excessive air-bleed are: i) fuel efficiency reduction, due to water production at the anode, ii) sintering of catalyst due to the highly exothermic reaction H2-O2 and iii) membrane degradation due to hydrogen peroxide production. Perez et al. therefore suggests a methodology for optimizing the air bleed. The results from the report were not conclusive on providing general optimal air-bleed guidelines Within the Sapphire project, it is suggested to utilize the air-bleed actuator to estimate the effect of CO contamination applying a periodic perturbation on the air-bleed flow with an appropriate frequency, through modelling of the stack activation area (Baschuk 2003 , Shah 2007 ) and knowledge of the stack properties. Further, capturing the relative performance losses through voltage and current measures, the CO contamination effect could be measured and monitored. Monitoring the effect of CO contamination is vital information for optimizing the air-bleed.
The main control variable to prevent CO contamination is specifying the amount of air-bleed.
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The implementation of the air-bleed adjustment will be based on an optimizing mechanism, balancing the effect of poisoning and excessive air-bleed usage, also considering the issue of observability of CO poisoning: at high air-bleed flows, the perturbation effect will not be measurable because no CO poisoning will occur, and it will be difficult to determine whether the air-bleed flow is actually excessive. The proposed mitigation method will essentially be independent of the stack condition, as it reacts to the relative effects of air bleed. Note that in all closed loop identification, the issue of dual control must be considered. The identification task requires persistent excitation which may be in conflict with the control task of minimizing control error unless the external disturbance level is sufficient. Thus, the level of excitation generated for identification must be balanced with control performance. The proposed structure is shown in Figure 2 . 
Experiments
In order to identify the effects of relative small CO contamination the voltage with reference to current density and CO content was investigated. These experiments were carried out at the ZSW lab 3 within the SAPPHIRE project.
The main hypothesis to check in the experiment was:
Hypothesis 1: Relative low concentrations of CO can be detected by monitoring fuel cell stack current and voltage measurements, provided a sufficiently variation of air-bleed. Hypothesis 2: Relative low concentrations of CO can be mitigated and controlled by a unique minimum amount of airbleed.
A fuel cell stack with 20 cells including different state-of-theart membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) has been exposed to a specified CO-composition in the range from 4 ppm to 16 ppm at three different current levels. An example showing the test procedure at 0.35 A/cm² and 16 ppm CO is shown in Figure 3 . After some hours of constant operation without poisoning, the stack was exposed to 16 ppm CO to see the 3 See zsw-bw.de voltage decay with time. Then the air-bleed has been varied in steps from 0.2 to 1.6% in both directions.
The gas utilizations were 66% on the anode and 33% on the cathode. As the referred µCHP-system used reformate, the stack was exposed to simulated reformate: 75% hydrogen and 25% nitrogen. The cathode was fed with ambient air. The stack temperature was set to 60°C and the relative gas inlet humidity to 91% r.h. The impact of the procedure shown in Figure 3 on the cell voltage is shown in Figure 4 . The voltage of one cell, in the middle of the stack, which most likely represents the behaviour of the referred stack within the µCHP-system is further investigated. It is clearly observed that as the cell is exposed to CO at t=3 while the air-bleed is off the cell voltage starts to decrease. The response can be approximated with a first order plus-dead time model, and the observed time constant is around one hour. The reduction is directly related to the CO-contamination in the catalyst.
When the first step of the air-bleed is turned on at t=7 the voltage increases immediately and the time constant is considerably shorter than for the poisoning with CO. Almost all the contamination is recovered by the first step, and the response on further increase of air-bleed is considerably less for this cell. The absolute highest voltage level with air bleed and CO is reached with an air bleed amount of 0.8%.
The CO contamination level on the catalyst is not directly measurable. Thus, the only way to observe it is this context is by its impact on the cell voltage. The steady state effect is not easily distinguishable from other degradation phenomena, but the CO-contamination level is observed to have an impact on the transient behaviour. A key observation is that the voltage response time for building up the CO-poisoning to the catalyst from the CO in the fuel is much slower than the removal caused by the air-bleed. In the following, this property will be utilized to identify the CO-contamination level and to propose control approaches. Not all responses could be fitted this well, and for some, no particular FODT model could be fitted. However, this is also a result in itself, and is used to indicate that the impact from input to output has close to zero gain for these situations. Summary of the data analysis: Some of the subexperiments related to each cell cannot be used for identifying the first order response, because of too slow transient responses, insufficient data for identification (low contamination and low operating current), different noise levels of the cell response, different performance of individual cells with respect to CO contamination.
Experiment analysis and response model estimation
The time constant decreases with increased contamination and operating current. The system gain magnitude increases with operating current for both air-bleed and CO contamination. The system gain's magnitude decreases with increasing CO contamination, but slower than the increase of CO contamination. I.e. the effect on cell voltage is higher for higher levels of CO contamination. The first air-bleed step mitigates most of the CO contamination for the investigated type of catalyst layer, the second step has an effect in the range of the cells noise level.
Simulation model based on experiment results
The most characteristic behaviour is the asymmetric response. This can be captured by a single state model where IFAC DYCOPS-CAB, 2016 June 6-8, 2016 . NTNU, Trondheim, Norway the quantity of CO poisoning on the catalyst is the state modelled as a kind of "tank-level" (h), and that changes the air-bleed and CO entering the cell has different impact dependent on direction and level. This simple model may capture the main behaviour from the experiments when the identified FODT parameters are used. The parameters are fitted and to a surface, e.g. in Figure 7 , for interpolation in the simulator. Simulation of a response example is shown in Figure 8 .
CO-POISONING MITIGATION MEACHANISMS
The step algorithm
Based on the observation that an increase in air-bleed has an immediate effect when there is CO-contamination on the catalyst, while it has no effect when there is no CO, a simple step algorithm is presented (Zenith 2015 ):
1. The stack voltage and its noise are measured over a standard period of time, typically 30 seconds; 2. Increase air bleed, typically 0.2 %; 3. The voltage and its noise are again measured after the increase in air bleed; 4. If the voltage has increased more than what can be explained as random noise, the bleed increase is assumed to have removed CO; the algorithm is immediately repeated from point 1. 5. If no voltage increase is measured, or if the increase is within the noise level, air bleed is reduced by 150% of the original increase (therefore, typically 0.3 %). 6. The algorithm is then left dormant for a time sufficient for CO poisoning transients to occur, typically 6 hours, and then restarts from the first step.
Step 5 is necessary to allow the controller to reduce air bleed as well as to increase it. Due to the discrete nature of this procedure, air bleed will not settle to a steady state, but oscillate periodically around the threshold where CO poisoning occurs. The presented method is able to compensate for variable CO poisoning without a costly CO measurement, using only the readily available stack voltage measurement. A weakness of the controller lies in the long hibernation times necessary to wait for CO adsorption transients to complete (step 6): if a large surge in CO were to occur, it would completely block the catalyst before the air bleed had a chance to compensate for it, since CO poisoning transients are significantly faster at higher concentrations.
Perturbation air-bleed control algorithm
It is proposed to make an algorithm based on the use of continuous perturbation and an adaptive observer.
The structure of the observer and controller is as illustrated in Figure 2 . The key functionality of the observer is to identify the gain ( β ) from air-bleed perturbations to the voltage.
From the observed tests, a small gain indicates low COcontamination on the catalyst as desired. A large value indicates contamination that should lead to the mitigating action of increasing air-bleed level. However, very small or zero values may also be related to a too high air-bleed which is undesirable. Thus, by adjusting the average air-bleed level to maintain a certain specified estimated gain will assure that the air bleed is sufficient to do the job of removing CO and avoid excessive use of air-bleed that may have some degrading effects on the cell. The adaption handles reasonable variations of CO composition in the fuel.
The perturbation algorithm is built on the following assumptions: Always existing air-bleed perturbation ( pert u );
Air-bleed perturbation has less impact on cell as the poisoning is nullified.
The controller is based on: high-pass filtered measurement from the cell; an estimator tracking the high-pass measurement with the air bleed perturbation as input; an adaptive mechanism estimating the input gain of the observer (air-bleed perturbation); an integrating controller forcing the input gain to a defined reference gain ref 
The controller will increase the average air bleed ( avg u ) if the measurement given by the estimated β indicates a too high CO-contamination level and vice versa. The key is that the system requires CO-composition above a certain (low) level and also persistent excitation which is obtained by the added perturbations ( pert u ) to estimate β . The setpoint ( ref β ) should be small to ensure low average CO-composition, but not so small that β will become unobservable even with the perturbations. The PI-gains ( , p i K K ) are tuning parameters A simulation result is shown in Figure 9 . The CO composition (brown) is the main disturbance. It starts at 10ppm, is stepped down to 4 and up to 16 and a sinusoidal sequence is also added. The current is specified as a sine to show that varying current can be handled. The variations in the cell voltage are first due to the sinusoidal current. The impact from CO contamination is handled by the proposed controller. This can be observed since the main trend of the air-bleed follows the CO input disturbance, while the impact on the voltage is kept insignificant. The perturbation period for air bleed has been selected as 2 hours. Analysis of the experiment data confirms that the COcontamination can be identified from the dynamic properties of the voltage response to air-bleed. Two mitigation algorithms have been proposed: a straightforward, model-free step-based approach and an adaptive approach continuously estimating the effect of periodically changing air-bleed.
Simulation results from both approaches are promising, adjusting to and mitigating the effect CO contamination. The step algorithm is simple, but sensitive to measurement noise.
The perturbation algorithm is more complex and requires more elaborate tuning. It is a typical dual control problem with tradeoff between identification and control.
The intention of the algorithms is that by always ensuring a very low CO-contamination and at the same time avoiding excessive air-bleed, the effect on fuel cell lifetime is likely to be positive. It is not considered whether the introduced slow air-bleed perturbations in itself may lead to any long-term cell degradation.
